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October 9, 1979
JPN-79-74
Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555
Subject:

Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50-286

Dear Mr. Denton:
This letter is in response to your letter dated September 17,
1979 entitled, "Potential Unreviewed Safety Question on Interaction
Bwteeen Non-Safety Grade Systems and Safety Grade Systems". This
potential problem was initially add e sed in IE Information Notice
79-22, issued September 14, 1979. The information contained in this
letter justifies continued operation of Indian Point 3 on the basis
of the improbability of the postulated scenarios as they apply to
Indian Point 3 and the acceptability of the consequences.
In conjunction with the Westinghouse Electric Corporation and
United Engineers & Constructors, the Authority has reviewed the
specific non-safety grade systems listed in IE Information Notice
79-22, as well as others, for potential interactions that could
constitute a substantial safety hazard. The Authority's review
indicates that the basic conclusion ofthe FSAR, that these events
do not constitute an undue risk to the health and safety of the
public, remains unchanged.
As you must recognize, the Authority's investigation within
the limited time frame required by your September 17th letter
negated the ability to arrive at complete solutions. The general
scope of the detailed evaluations required to arrive at solutions
for IE Information Notice 79-22 is provided in Attachment I. The
investigation the Authority conducted to conclude that continued
operation of the Indian Point 3 facility is warranted, while detailed
evaluation proceeds, is provided in Attachment II.
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The potential interactions assume environmental induced
failures of non-safety grade equipment without regard to the
improbability of a severe consequence occurring as a result of
these scenarios. The Nuclear Safety Analysis Center of EPRI
has conducted such an analysis for a typical nuclear plant in a
report entitled "Probalistic Analysis of IE Information Notice
79-22 Scenarios" which will be submitted to the NRC.
Implicit in the four potential interaction scenarios identified
by Westinghouse are worst case assumptions by the NSSS concerning
the break size and location, and the type and extent of consequential
failures in control systems induced by the adverse environment.
These assumptions aretherefore, in addition to the already con
servative set of assumptions ascribed to the analysis of the Design
Basis Events reported in the Safety Analysis Report. It follows
that these scenarios represent a significantly less probable subset
of the Design Basis Events that are dependent on the occurrence of
additional events, each having an associated uncertainty of occurring.
While no quantitative analysis has been conducted concerning the
improbability of overall scenarios, the attachments define, for each
of the scenarios considered as applicable to Indian Point 3, the
conservative assumptions already contained in the Design Basis
Event analysis reported in the Safety Analysis Report and the
additional conservative assumptions to be made to derive the
postulated interaction scenario.
As can be seen from the attachments, for each of the scenarios
considered, the improbability of all the additional set of assumed
conditions occurring simultaneously, over and above the already low
probability of the Design Basis Event itself, leads to the conclusion
that continued operation of Indian Point 3 can be justified while
implementing solutions to these low probability events.
With regard to-the probability of any single design basis event
initiating, via the adverse environment, failure in several control
systems, it again can be noted from Attachment II that the probability
of all the additional set of conditions occurring simultaneously for
more than one scenario is of an even lower order of magnitude than
for each individual scenario.
Due to the implementation in the design of the electrical
separation requirements between contol and protection

-

systemsi the only interaction mechanism identified in the above
scenarios result from conservatively assuming an adverse environment
at the location of the control system and the consequential equip
ment failure in the worst direction. As a consequence, it can be
anticipated that any interaction scenarios yet to be identified, in
as yet unreviewed control systems, will be no more probable than the
particular scenarios described by Westinghouse.

Mr. H. R. Denton
There are a significant number of industry, governmental and
regulatory investigations underway examining the licensing bases
and
the operating procedure of nuclear generating facilities. These
investigations are already identifying areas where studies may result
in the consideration of new or revised events as part of the bases
for assuring the continued safety of nuclear plants. NUREG-0578
outlines several such events and suggest remedies.
NUREG-0578 requirements for analyses of potential safety
problems envision the kinds of scenarios identified by Westinghouse
and made the subject of IE Information Notice 79-22. Section 3.2
page 17 states in part,
"...The NRC requirements for non-safety systems

are generally limited to assuring that they do
not adversely affect the operation of safety
systems..."

"Consequential failures shall also be considered...".
The Authority, therefore, believes that the scope of the action
required by IE Information Notice 79-22 is consistent with the
requirements of NUREG-0578 and should therefore be integrated with
the Authority's planned response sequence for compliance with
NUREG-0578.
Additionally, the Authority's review recognized the difference
between a demonstrated deficiency (e.g., determination that a control
component would operate in a fashion not within the limits presented
in the safety analysis) and a potential, unreviewed safety question.
As previously stated, the Authority has not identified any events
that would change the conclusions of the FSAR, that is, these events
do not constitute an undue risk to the health and safety of the
public.
The Authority is aware of the need to establish a priority
for consideration of new issues based upon their potential impact
upon the health and safety of the public. Such a priority is required
so that the industry's and regulatory resources of skilled engineers,
analysts, and reviewers can be applied to the review of the most
important safety concerns first.
This response is hereby submitted in accordance with 10 CFR
§50.54(f).
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Mr. H. R. Denton

Very truly yours,

J~eph R. Schmieder
E icutive Vice President and
C1{ief Engineer
Subscribed and sworn to before
1979.
day of 'QZ %w
me this

Notary

i

RUTH G. ZAPF
Notary Public, State of New-York
No. 30-4663428
OuLIlified in i'.'assfu County,-'j
Commission Expires March 30, 19,W

ATTACHMENT I
ELEMENTS OF EVALUATIONS PROGRAM

1.

Identification of classes of breaks (location, size, fluid, etc.)

2.

Identification of non-safety systems/components which could
affect required safety system/component performance.

3.

Determination if failures in these systems could cause the
adverse effect identified in Step 2.

4.

Identification of the failure modeof the non-safety grade
component and determination as to whether such a failure could
be caused by the spectrum of line breaks considered.

5.

Assessment of the magnitude of the detrimental effect.

6.

Determination of the most severe effect for each class of
break to identify the limiting consequence.

7.

Elimination of adverse consequences by showing:
a.

the consequences are acceptable

b.

relocation, protection or qualification of the component
in question

c..

operator instructions, procedures, training, etc.

ATTACHMENT II
RESPONSE TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTION ISSUE

On September 18, 1979 the Westinghouse Electric Corporation
presented to the NRC Staff a summary of the investigation
that had been conducted which led to the identification of four
.(4) potential interaction scenarios where the affect of adverse
environments, resulting from high energy line breaks, on control
systems could lead to consequences more limiting than the results
presented in the Safety Analysis Report. Table 1 summarized the
scope of the Westinghouse investigation.
The seven (7) control systems selected for the investigation by
Westinghouse include all control systems directly addressed in the
current Westinghouse functional requirements. The seven (7) accidents
considered encompass all postulated High Energy Line Break (HELB)
environments, including all break locations and a range of break
sizes. Of the forty-nine (49) combinations of control system and
accident environment investigated, fifteen (15) interaction scenarios,
denoted by an X in Table 1, were identified which resulted in con
sequences more severe than reported in the Safety Analysis Report.
The fifteen interactions identified are bounded by consideration of
the four (4) interactions discussed in the enclosures to this
attachment. A review of the Westinghouse scenarios has determined that
they are applicable to Indian Point I;-however, some control equip
ment inside containment has been qualified to some degree while
Westinghouse has made an assumption of non-qualification of control
systems. More detailed discussion of this conservative assumption
is provided in the enclosure for the applicable scenario.
Consequences of Postulated Interactions
In lieu of performing a plant specific analysis in an effort to
address each of the potential postulated interactions involving a
feedline break, Westinghouse has referred to bounding accident
,.analyses that have been submitted to the NRC in WCAP-9600, Report
on Small Break Accidents for Westinghouse NSSS. Section 4.2 of the
report provides transient results following a total loss of main
and auxiliary feedwater. Sensitivity studies as a function of time
of auxiliary feedwater initiation and opening of the pressurizer
power operated relief valves are presented following the initial
have been performed to show that the
Calculations
transient.
consequencess
following the
control interaction scenarios for the
steam generator PORV control system, main feedwater control system
and pressurizer PORV control system are in fact bounded by the analyses
in WCAP-9600. 'For all accident scenarios, the calculations indicated
that the operator need not takecorrective action to mitigate the
consequences for at least 30 minutes following initiation of the
event.
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A typical analysis has been performed by Westinghouse to
address the rod control system interaction scenario. The results
of the analysis indicate that no fuel damage occurs and the con
sequences are within the conclusions made in the Safety Analysis
Report.
Solutions
The short term action for the steam generator PORV, main feedwater,
and pressurizer PORC control systems involve alerting the
operator of the possibility of these postulated scenarios. Since
the typical analysis performed by Westinghouse for the rod control
interaction scenario results in no fuel damage, no short term action
is required. The long term action for all interactions will be
determined only after detailed evaluation and review.
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ATTACHMENT II
ENCLOSURE I
STEAM GENERATOR PORV CONTROL SYSTEM
1.

Summary of Postulated Scenario
Following a feedline rupture outside containment in the auxiliary
buildingthe steam generator PORV's are assumed toexhibit a,
consequential failure due to an adverse environment. Failure of
the PORV's in the open position results in the depressurization
of multiple steam generators which are the source of steam
supply for the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump. Eventually
the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump will not be capable
of delivering auxiliary feedwater to the intact steam generators.
A potential exists that no auxiliary feedwater will be injected
into the intact steam generators until the operator takes correct
ive action to isolate the auxiliary flow spilling out the
rupture.

2.

Probability.
Assumptions Affecting Event Probability
a.

and Consequences

Standard Safety Analysis Report Assumptions Concerning
Feedline Break
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-

conservative initial assumptions

Appendix K decay heat model
Engineering safeguards power plus calorimetric error
programmed RCS temperature plus control deadband and
instrument errors
initial conservative S/G inventory
conservative core physics
conservative accident assumptions

break (all sizes)in Seismic Class 2 feedline piping
maximum adverse environmental errors for protective
instrumentation
worst single active failure (loss of one motor driven
auxiliary feed pump)
operator action time.
b.

Additional Assumptions Required for this Scenario
-

break must occur outside containment between the penetration
and feedline check valves (BFD-6-S/G31, BFD-6-S/G32, BFD-6-S/G33,
and BFD-6-S/34) located above Elevation 43'-0" in the feed
water penetration area.
The feedwater line piping was fabricated in accordance
with ANSI B31.1, "Power Piping" and is presentlybeing
re-radiographed in accordance with IE Bulletin 79-13.
The feedwater lines are 18", Sch. 60, made of A-106
ASTM material.
The length of these feedwater lines are each between
approximately 19 ft. and 24 ft.
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Adverse environment resulting from the rupture can impact
the steam generator PORV control systems associated with
the ruptured loop and the intact loops. The affected
equipment is:
Atmospheric steam dump valve panel for PCV-1134 and
PCV-1135 at Elevation 43'-0" in the feedwater pene
tration area.
Atmospheric steam dump valve panel for PCV-1136 and
PCV-1137 at Elevation 43'-O" in the feedwater pene
tration area.
The single active failure is a motor driven auxiliary feed
pump. The loss of a turbine driven auxiliary feed pump as
the single active failure or no active failure would
invalidate the postulated scenario. The auxiliary feedwater
system utilizes a steam turbine-driven pump, with the steam
capable of being supplied from two of the four steam generators.
This turbine driven pump supplies 800 gpm of feedwater
(200 gpm to each steam generator).
The auxiliary feedwater
system also utilizes two motor-driven pumps. Each of these
pumps has a capacity of 400 gpm and the discharge piping
is arranged so that each pump supplies two steam generators.
Due to the adverse environment, the steam generator PORV
control system initiates a spurious signal to open the
PORV(s).
Should the control system continue to operate with
in specification or initiate a spurious signal to close the
PORV(s), the scenario is invalidated.

-

PORV on steam generators supplying steam to turbine

driven auxiliary feed pump is assumed to open as a
result of spurious signal. If this. PORV is not affected
or fails closed, the scenario is invalidated.
3.

Accident Consequences
Section 4.2 of WCAP-9600, Report on Small Break Accidents for
Westinghouse NSSS Systems, described transient analyses for
postulated loss of all-main and auxiliary feedwater (no pipe
The results indicate that the operator has at least
rupture).
4,000 seconds following the loss of all feedwater to reinitiate
auxiliary feedwater flow to the steam generators before the
core begins uncovering.
The interaction scenario postulated above is similar to that
presented in Section 4.2 of WCAP-9600. The only additional
assumption made is that a feedline rupture occurs outside
containment between the containment penetration and the
feedline check valve. Conservatively assuming.that all liquid
inventory in the steam generator associated with the ruptured
feedline is lost via the rupture without removing any heat
(i.e., liquid blowddwn), calculations have shown that the heat
removal capability of the liquid inventory blowdown requires
operator action 1200 seconds earlier than reported in WCAP-9600.
Thus, if a feedline rupture is assumed coincident with the
analyses performed in WCAP-9600-the operator still has at
least 2800 seconds to take corrective action to inject
auxiliary feedwater into the intact steam generators. The
Safety Analysis Report assumes operator action within 30
minutes following a feedline rupture.
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4.

Short Term Action
The operator will be alerted to the possibility of the
steam generator PORV's failing in the open position
following a secondary high energy line rupture outside con
tainment in the piping penetration area. The 'operator will
be cautioned that the steam driven turbine auxiliary feed
water pump could potentially be lost due to loss of steam
supply. If that occurs, the operator will be instructed to
rely upon the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps to
supply the minimum auxiliary feedwater requirements following
a secondary line rupture.

5.

Long Term Action
:The long term action required for this postulated interaction
will be determined only after detailed evaluation and
review.
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ATTACHMENT II
ENCLOSURE 2
MAIN FEEDWATER CONTROL SYSTEM

1.

Summary of Postulated Scenario
Following a small feedline rupture the main feedwater control
system malfunctions in such a manner that the liquid mass in
the intact steam generators is less than for the worst case
The reduced secondary
presented in Safety Analysis Reports.
at time of automatic reactor trip results in a
liquid mass
more severe reactor coolant system heatup following reactor

trip.
2.

Probability
Assumptions Affecting Event Probability and Consequences
a.

Standard Safety Analysis Report Assumptions Concerning

Feedline Break
-

conservative initial assumptions
Appendix K decay model
Engineered safeguards power plus calorimetric error
Programmed RCS temperature plus control deadband and
instrument error

initial .conservative S/G inventory

conservative core physics
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-

conservative accident assumptions
break (all sizes) in Seismic Class 2 feedline piping
maximum adverse environmental errors for protective
instrumentation
.worst single active failure (loss of any one auxiliary
feed pump)
.operator action time

b.

Additional Assumptions Required for this Scenario
break must occur between S/G nozzle and feedline check
valves (BFD-,6-S/G31, BFD-6-S/G32, BFD-6-S/G33, and
BFD-6-G34) located above elevation 43'-0" in the
Feedwater Penetration Area.
.o The feedwater line piping was fabricated in accordance
with ANSI B-31.1 "Power Piping" is presently being
re-radiographed in accordance with I.E. Bulletin 79-13.
o

The feedwater lines are 18 inch, schedule 60, made of
A-106 ASTM material

o

The length of
105 ft to 150
nozzle to the
containment,
sheare valve)

each feedwater line is in the order of
ft inside containment (from the S.G.
containment penetration), and outside the
(between the penetration sleeve and the
each feed line measures from 19 to 24 ft.

Small breaks less than 0.2 sq ft.
invalidate the scenario.
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Larger breaks

Adverse environment resulting from the break can
impact both the main feedwater control systems
associated with the broken loop and the intact loops.
The following Main Feedwater Control equipment would
be exposed to the adverse environment if the feedwater
line break occurs inside Containment.
o

S1eam Generator No. 31, 32, 33, and 34 wide: range level
indication (i.e. LT-417, 427, 437, and 447)

o

Instrument Rack No. 20 (Steam Generator Level) located
outside primary shield wall at elevation 68'-0"

o

Instrument Rack 4B (Main Steam Flow S/G-No. 33 & 34)
located in the Containment annulus at Elevation 68'-0"

o

Instrument Ract 4A (Main Steam Flow S/G No. 31 & 32)
located in the Containment annulus at Elevation 68'-0"

o

Main Steam flow elements (FE-419, FE-429, FE-439, and
FE-449) located in Main Steam Discharge Piping

o

Instrument lines associated with the above equipment.

If the main feedwater rupture occurs outside Containment the
Main Feedwater Control Equipment exposed to the adverse
environment are feedwater control valves (FCV-417, FCV-427,
FCV-437, and FCV-447) at Elevation 18'-6" in the Feedwater
Penetration Area.
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0
Due to the adverse environment the main feedwater
control system initiates a spurious signal to close
the feedwater control valves (FCV) in the intact
loops. Should the control system continue to operate
within specification the scenario is invalidated.
o

3.

The steam flow instrumentations are Rosemount Model
II51DP5A transmitters. Rosemount has performed
.environmental test on this type of transmitter and
have documented it in Report RMT67710A. The transmitter
was subjected to seven hours of steam saturated at
303OF following by 42 hours at 230 0 F. The error at
303°F and 230°F were 0.5% and 0.75% of the span,
respectively.

Accident Consequences
Section 4.2 of WCAP-9600, Report on Small Break Accidents
for Westinghouse NSSS System, describes transient analyses
for a postulated loss of all main and auxiliary feedwater
(no pipe rupture).
Following a loss of all main :and auxiliary
feedwater, the operator is not required to take action for
at least 4,000 seconds following the loss of all feedwater
to prevent the core from uncovering. With a feedline rupture
assumed coincident with the assumptions made in WCAP-9600, the
operator continues to have at least 2800 seconds, before
corrective action must be taken to inject auxiliary feedwater
into the intact steam generators to .prevent core uncovering.
No Safety Analysis Reports assume greater than 30 minute operator
action following a feedline rupture.

4.

Short Term Action.
To ensure that the operator is aware of this possible control
system environmental interaction, the system transient
characteristics following a small feedline rupture with and
without feedwater control system operation will be reviewed
by the operator.
The general system characteristics following a small feedline.
rupture would be the following: a slowly decreasing indicated
water level in. at least once steam generator increasing
sump level in containment, increase in containment humidity,
increase in fan cooler unit condensate flow, a resultant
opening of the.associated feedwater control valve, and a
corresponding increase in imain feedwater flow. One or more
of the above trends would,;be indicative to the operator that a
small feedline rupture has occurred.
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If, in addition, a main feedwater control valve was
assumed to close in a loop' with a decreasing steam
generator water level due to a control system environmental
interaction, the abnormal operating characteristic of the
feedwater control system would be immediately apparent to
the operator. After observing the abnormal operating
characteristics, the operator would immediately• Initiate
corrective action to restore main feedwater flow and if not
successful, manually trip the reactor. Provided that the
operator manually trips the reactor before the secondary
liquid inventory is less than that assumed in the analysis,
the Safety Analysis Report licensing basis is met.
Long Term Action
The long term action required for this postulated interaction
will be determined only after detailed evaluation and review.
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ATTACHMENT II

ENCLOSURE 3
PRESSURIZER PORV CONTROL SYSTEM
1.

Summary of Postulated Scenario
Following a feedline rupture inside containment, the pressurizer
PORV control system malfunctions in such a manner that the power
operated relief valves fail in the open position. Thus in
addition to a feedline rupture between the steam generator
.nozzle and the containment penetration, a breach of the
reactor coolant system boundary has occurred in the pressurizer
vapor space.

2.

Probability
Assumptions Affecting Event Probability and Consequences
a.

Standard Safety Analysis Report Assumptions iConcerning
Feedline Break
-

conservative initial assumptions

Appendix K

decay heat model

Engineered safeguards power plus calorimetric error
Programmed RCS temperature plus control deadband and
instrument errors
initial conservative S/G inventory
conservative core physics
conservative accident assumptions
break (all sizes) in Seismic Class 2 feedline piping
maximum adverse environmental errors for protective
instrumentation
worst single active failure (loss of any one auxiliary
feed pump)
operator action time
b.

Additional Assumptions Required for this Sdenario
-

break must occur inside the containment between the
14--

w

W

generator nozzle and the containment penetration.
o

The feedwater line p:ping was fabricated in accordance
with ANSI B-31.1 ."Power Piping" is presently being
re-radiographed in accordance with I.E. Bulletin 79-13.

o

The feedwater lines are 18 inch, schedule 60, made of
A-106 ASTM material,

o

The length of each feedwater line is in the order of
105 ft to 150 ft inside containment (from the S.G.,
nozzle to the containment penetration).
double ended break leads to limiting consequences.
Smaller breaks permit longer operator action times.

c.

-

adverse environment resulting from the break can impact the
pressurizer power operated relief valve control system.
The affected equipment is:

o

PCV 455C and PCV 456 and motor controlled blocking valves
535 and 536 located! atop the pressurizer.

o

Instrument Rack No. 19 (Pressurizer Pressure Instrument)
located outside the polar crane wall in the Containment
annulus.

The acceptable accuracies for short term automatic protective
functions of the pressurizer pressure instrumentation is +
10% as established and submitted in NS-CE-7431,C. Eichlidinger
(Westinghouse) to K. B Vassalo (Nuclear Regullatory Commission)
dated August 8, 1975.,
Foxboro performed environmental tests on a similar type of
transmitter and documented it in Report Q9-60105. The
profile of the test consisted of steam at 318°F at 90 psi
for one hour then decreasing to 288 0 F at 56 psi for an
additional 12 hours.

3.

-

due to the adverse environment the pressurizer PORV control
system initiates a spurious signal 'to open the PORV(s)..
Should the control system continue to operate within speci
fication or initiate a spurious signal to close the PORV's
the scenario is invalidated.

-

should the PORV's fail to preset safe position (i.e..
closed) the scenario is invalidated.
1

I

Accident Consequences

Section 4.2 of WCAP-9600, Report on Small Break Accidents for
Westinghouse NSSS Systems, describes transient analyses for
a postulated loss of all main and auxiliary feedwater (no pipe
rupture).
The results indicate that, in the event that the
operator cannot restore auxiliary feedwater to the steam generators,
the operator is required to open the pressurizerPORV's within
2,500 seconds to maintain adequate core coolant inventory.
-15-

The interaction scenario postulated above is similar tothat
presented in Section 4.-2 of WCAP-9600. The additional
assumptions made are the following:
a.

a feedwater rupture is assumed to occur between the steam.
generator nozzle and the containment penetration

b.

auxiliary feedwater is injected into the intact steam
generatorfollowing the feedline rupture.

Conservatively assuming that all liquid inventory in the steam
generator associated with the rupture feedline is lost via
the rupture without removing any heat (i.e., liquid blowdown),
the loss of heat sink due to the liquid inventory blowdown of
the ruptured steam generator is more than counterbalanced by
the auxiliary feedwater being injected into the.intact steam
generators following reactor trip. Therefore, the results
of the analyses present in WCAP-9600, Section 4:.i2, which
illustrates that the operator is not required to take corrective
action for at least 2,500 seconds following the'loss of feed
water also applies to this scenario. The Safety Analysis Report
assumes operator action within 30 minutes following a feedline
rupture.
4.

Short Term Action
The operator will be alerted to the possibilityiof the pressurizer
PORV's failing in the open position following a high energy
line rupture inside containment. After identifying a high
energy line rupture inside containment, the operator will be
instructed to:close the block valves in relief lines of the
pressurizer PORV's. Closure of the block valves will ensure
that a secondary high energy line rupture inside.containment
will not result in a breach of the primary pressure boundary
integrity. The Westinghouse Reference Operating Instructions
already instruct the operator to close the pressurizer PORV's
after a primary high energy line rupture is diagnosed.

b.

Long Term Action.
.The Long Term Action required for this postulated interaction
will be determined only after detailed evaluation and review.
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ATTACHMENT D
Enclosure 4
ROD CONTROL SYSTEM
1.

Summary of Postulated Scenario
Following an intermediate steamline rupture inside containment,
the automatic rod control system exhibits a consequential
failure due to an adverse environment which causes the control
rods to begin stepping out prior to receipt of a reactor trip
signal on overpower AT. This scenario results in a lower DNB
ratio than presently presented in the'Safety Analysis Report.

2.

Probability
Assumptions Affecting Event Probability and Consequences
a.

Standard Safety Analysis Report Assumptions Concerning
Steamline Break
conservative initial assumptions

-

normal rated power plus calorimetric error
Programmed RCS temperature plus control deadband and
instrument errors
conservative end of life core physics
conservative accident assumptions

-

break (all sizes) in Safety Class 2 steamline piping
.maximum adverse environmental errors for protective
instrumentation
worst single active failure (loss of any one Safety
Injection pump)'
operator action time
b.

Additional Assumptions Required for this Scenario
-

break must occur inside the containment between the steam
generator nozzle and the containment penetration.

.The Main Steam Line piping was fabricated in accord
ance with ANSI 31.1 "Power Piping".
-17-

The Main Steam Lines are 28 inch with 0.912 inch
minimum wall, made of A-155 ASTM material.

-

-

The lengths of each steam line vary between approximately
160 feet and 190 feet and are located between Elev, 62'-10"
and 1 2 9 '-1 1-1 / 1 6 i' for S/G #31 and 32 and 129' -J13/16" for
S/G #33 and 34.
intermediate steamline breaks (0.1 to 0.25 sq. ft. per
loop) at power levels from 70 to 100 percent. Other
break sizes and power levels invalidate the senario.
adverse environment from the break can impact the nuclear
instrumentation system (NIS) equipment (i.e., excore
neutron detectors, cabling connectors, etc.) prior to
reactor trip (i.e. within 2 minutes).

Four (4) neutron detectors located within the Reactor Cavity
Cabling and, connectors located along the primary shield
wall at Elevation 72'-0" to the electrical penetration
area.
Should the NIS equipment not be affected until after reactor
trip (i.e. later than 2.minutes) the scenario is invalidated.
-

3.

due to the adverse environment the NIS system initiates
a spurious low power signal without causing a reactor
trip on negative fl-ux rate. Should the NIS continue to
operate within specification, initiate a spurious high
power signal or cause a reactor trip on negative power
rate the scenario is invalidated.

Accident Consequences
A typical bounding analysis of the intermediate steamline
rupture was-performed to calculate the extent of fuel damage
due to rod control system withdrawal prior to reactor trip.
Based upon the reduction in radial peaking factor with burn-up
and conservativelend-of-life physics parameters, no fuel damage
was calculated to occur following the intermediate steamline
rupture with a consequential rod control system failure.

4.

Short Term Action
As discussed above, a generic intermediate steamline rupture
inside containment which results in control rod withdrawal due
to a control system environmental interaction prior to reactor
trip was analyzed. The results of the analysis indicated that
no fuel damage occurred, which is consistent with the
assumptions made in the Safety Analysis Report. Therefore, no
short term action is-required.

.1
, .1',
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5.

9

9
Long Term Action

The long term action required for this postulated interaction
will be determined only after detailed evaluation and review.
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